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1.dntroduction. The set of all matrices of ,the form (~ ~), when~ ,ad;';'fH;='ll'" 'it. b. c

and tf ate integers, is a group under the matriX multiplicatiim, which is ealletl't¥re'WUlar

gri'JU]J:and denoted byr. ' .

It is the purpose of this note to show that the index of the subgrouprsn(§ 3)0£ ,the

group r is 6n and to find the fundamantal region of ra. (§ 4}.

2. Some Lemmas
. (1+2m, 2m2 )

LEMMA 1. Let re be the set of all matnces 2m3 1+2m~' Then. r,is: a. normal

subgroup of r and its index in r is 6.

Proof. A simple calculation shows that re is a normal subgroup of r. In the coorse'of

the calculation we obtain the following equalities which will be used later;

(
1+2m, 2ma )(1+2P, 2Pa ) (1+M1 2M2 \

(2.1) 2m3 1+2m4 2P3 1+2P4 = 2M3 1+2M)"

where

(2.2) M,=ml +PI -1- 2mlPI +2m2PS.
M2=m2 + P2 + 2mlP2 + 2m2PO
M3=m3 + P3 + 2msP, + 2m,p3'

and M4=m4+P4+2m4P,+2m:J12'
To prove that the index of rain r is 6, let A; (i =1,2, ......, 5) be the subsets of r def

ined as follows:

A_
r
(1+21n 1 2m2 )}

1-t 1+2m3 1+2m, '

A ={(1+2m, 1+2m2)} A.={( 2m, 1+2m2)}
(2.3) 2 2m

3
1+2m, ' • 1+ 2m3 2m, '

A -{( 2m l 1+2m2)1 A _{(1+2nt, 1+2ma) 1
4 - 1+2m3 1+ 2m, J' 5 - 1+ 2m3 2m, J•

Then, r is the disjoint union of r s and Ai; that is

(2.4) r=raUA, UA2 U ...... UAs

and

(2.5)

7

A2=(~

A,c=(~
1\
0)1.
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Thus Lemma 1 is proved.

LEMMA 2. Let z={(~ ~), (-~ _~)} awl Q={(1;m7
l l~m;m)}'

Then, rs/Z is isomorphic to the group Q, which is the the free group generated by

S=(~ Dand T=G ~).
Proof. That Q is a free group generated by Sand T is shown in [3]. Accordingly, we

. need only to prove that re/z is isomnrphic to Q.

The element L of re is of the form

(
1+2ml 2m,,)
2m3 1+2m4 '

where ml +m4=2(m"ma-mlm4), and hence ml, m" are odd or even simultaneously. Making
use of this fact, we define below a map I: rs~Q which is actually a homomorphism.

If ml and m4 are even, we have 2ml=4ml', 2m4=4m/ for some integers m/ and m/.
In this case, the image of Land - L under 1 is defined by

(
1+4m/ 2m" )

I(L)=/(-L)= 2ma 1+4m/'

In case of ml and m: are odd, we define

I(L)=/( _L)=(l +4(1
2
-
m
m
s
I') 2mz )

1+4(1-m/)/'

where mt' and m/ subject to the equality

-(1+2m;)=1+4(1-m/) (i=1,4).
It is clear that 1 is a well-defined map of re onto Q.

To show that 1 preserves the multiplication, let

_(1+2m l 2mz ) d L _(1+2PI 2pz )
LI- 2ma 1+2m4 ' an ,,- 2Pa 1+2P4'

Cases should be divided according as (i) both ml and PI are even, (ii) ml is even but

PI is odd (iii) ml is odd but PI is even and (iv) both ml and PI are odd.

Assume (i). Then, by (2,1), (2,2) and that m,., Pi (i=1,4) are even or odd simulta

neously, we have

where

MI=ml + PI + 2mlPI + 2mlPs= 2M/,
MZ=m2 +P: + 2mJPz + 2mzP4'
Ms =ma +Ps + 2mSPi + 2m4Pa

and M4=m4+ P4 + 2m4P4 + 2maP,,=2M/
for some integers MI ' and M/.

Hence, by the definition of [,
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(l+4M1' 2M2 )

!CL1L2) = \ 2M
3

1+4M/ •

On the other hand. a similar calculation gives

/I+4M/ 2Mz I
!CL1)'!CLz)=\ 2M

3
I+4M/I'

showing !CL1Lz) =!CL1) • !CLz).

Proof for the remaining case are omitted because they parallels that of Ci).

Thus! is a homomorphism of r G onto Q, and it orily remains to show that the kernel

of ! is Z. This. however. is immediate from the very definItion of !.

3. The Main Theorems.

DEFINITION. The group generated by the elements of r G of the form

= (1 2n) U= (I-4n 2n)
S2. \0 1 ' -2 1

and

(
4r+ 1 -8rZ

)

Ur = 2 -C4r-l) Cr=I,2,· .. ···,n-I)

will be denoted r 6.'

THEORFM 1. The index o! r 6• in r a is n.
Proof. The matrices given in the above definition can be written. as follows:

(1 2). (1 2n) ( 1 0)
S2o= 0 1 =S', U= °1 -2 1 =S"T-l,

Ur= (~ ~r) (_~ ~) (~ -~r) =SrTS-r.

Hence the group ra, is generated by S., U and SrTS-r Cr=I,2, ......,n-I).

Let X be any element of ra. Since ra/z is the free group generated by Sand T, X

can be expressed as

where the integers mu nu ......, nr are all not zero possibly except for m. or rl r •

Assume all ml, nu ......, rlr are positive.

If m1?::n, we have m1=nrl +qu O::;:ql <n and
S-'1""s-.=S'"+q,1""S-q·S-·+q.

= CS2.)" C$'1·1"',S-q·)S-'+q,

= CS2o)r'CUq,)"S-·+q,.

If O<ml<n, S"'1""S'" can be written as follows:

Now, X reduces to

X= CS2.)"CUq.)"'S-'+q,1"',S..•··· .. ·
or X=CU..y,S-·+..·y·,S..,······

according as ml::?n or ml <n respectively.
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A successive application of such a method to XI it reduces to

x=Y·S''', y€ro., O.sqr <n
That is, X€ro.Si for some i (O.si.sn-l).

A slight modification and the equality T·'5m,=(U-I).,S"m.+m. also shows that, for any

integers ml.-nit .;: .. ;. n.. the last statement remains true.

Thus we have proved that the index of 1'0. in re is n.
An immediate consquence of Theorem 1 is' thl:it the index of re. in l' is 6n, and
(3.1) r=ro.urti,.Sur~lt.:U"·:·····UPO,$"--l.
THEOREM 2. Matrices T, U1, U2, •••••• , u~-i, and 52. generate a free group.
Proof. If the group is not free, there is a non-trivial word" G such that

r r 1 1 t t
G=1""IU1·2· s;'••+I T-IU·2 S';:+I=E.

The word G can be written as

G=1""~ (51"''25- 1) (521"'85-2) ...... (SO-IT-':S-.+I)

S" ••~+I... .. ,1"'1 (5T-~S-I) (52T-~-2)

...... (S"-IT-:.s-.+I)S"+.~+1

and it reduces to

G= rm-5"'.. ···· .1'"'.5'"'.
The non-triviality leads to a contradiction as in the proof of [2, Theorem 2].
4. The Fundamental Region of 1'0.'

For the notation adopted in this section, the reader is refered to [2].

It is well known that the fundamental region of r is Fo (fig. 1), and, in the light of

(2.4) and (2.5), we can state that the fundamental region of re is the union

FoUF1U .... ···:·UFs (fig. 1)

Fig. 1

i I I
I I

I F.'+ -~ - RrI + tI I
I I I
I I I
I I I
j I I
I I I
I I

II I
I

I I I
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(1-2) .(i) It is clear that the map 0 1 £ r 0 sends F l + and Fa-onto F't+, F'B- respectively.

(ii) Clearly G~)€ re maps Fs-, F/ onto Fo-, F7 + respectively.

(ill) Irlview of (i) and (ii), the fundamental region F' of r o may be considered as th:e
one indicated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

(iv) By (3.1) and (iii), the fundamental region of rh may be considered as the one
indicated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3
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